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1 INTRODUCTION

Gas turbine-modular helium reactor (GT-MHR) is the reactor of new

generation, which satisfies the requirements of the progressing large-scale nuclear

power engineering. The activities in GT-MHR Project started in 1995.

In 1997 the Conceptual Design was developed under four-side Agreement

(MINATOM, General Atomics, FRAMATOME, Fuji Electric); it has passed

through the internal and international reviews, has been approved and

recommended for further development as one of new trends in creation of new

generation plants.

Starting from 1999, the activities in the development of the Preliminary

Design of the plant were deployed under the Agreement between the Government

of the United States of America and the Government of the Russian Federation on

Scientific and Technical Cooperation in the Management of Plutonium That Has

Been Withdrawn From Nuclear Military Programs dated July 24, 1998. The

activities are established under the Contract between MINATOM and OKBM

Russia, and under the General Agreement between Department of Energy (DOE),

USA and OKBM.

The GT-MHR Project is included into "Development Strategy of Russian

Nuclear Power in the first Half of the XXI-st Century" providing for " the

participation in an international project on the development and construction of

GT-MHR nuclear power plant till year 2010 and "operation of GT-MHR prototype

unit and creation of fuel fabrication facility (within framework of International

Project) till year 2030".



2 GT-MHR PROGRAM PURPOSE

• By 2005, develop the GT-MHR NPP Project based on the Conceptual

Design and general requirements for the plant, which were developed in

1997 as per the Agreement between General Atomics (GA) and

MINATOM.

• Complete the development of fuel based on plutonium oxide kernels with

ceramic coating and technology of the GT-MHR key components such as

turbomachine, vessel and recuperator.

• Develop the design and create the fuel fabrication facility in Russia.

• By 2009, construct and put into operation the GT-MHR prototype plant

operating on Brayton cycle at the Siberian Chemical Combine (SCC) in

Seversk.

• Create the manufacturing facilities to put into operation the first four-

module GT-MHR plant by 2012 - 2015.



3 MAIN STAGES OF PROJECT ACTIVITIES

Conceptual Design 1995-1997

Design reviews and planning of the first stage

of the Preliminary Design 1998-1999

Preliminary Design 2000-2001

Final Design 2002-2005

Demonstration NPP commissioning 2009

Fuel fabrication facility commissioning 2006-2008



4 GT-MHR PROJECT STATUS IN THE RUSSIAN PROGRAMS

> The Section on gas-cooled reactor technology is included in the Federal

program on power use of plutonium withdrawn from military programs.

> International review of the Project in France (June 1999) with the

participation of independent experts from Russia, USA, Japan and

European Community.

> GT-MHR Project is included in "Development Strategy of Russian

Nuclear Power in the First Half of the XXI-st Century" as one of the

important trends.

> Scientific and technical council on coordination of activity in the

development of GT-MHR turbomachine completely suspended on

electromagnets has been created.



5 REACTOR PLANT DESCRIPTION AND DESIGN FEATURE OF

GT-MHR CONCEPT

The basic features of GT-MHR are:

• high efficiency of electric power generation (about 48%) as against the other

plants;

• increased safety owing to the inherent self-protection and core melting

impossibility during any accident including LOCA;

• effective utilization of nuclear fuel and opportunity to implement various

fuel cycles (uranium, plutonium, thorium) without reactor modifications;

• the opportunity of combine utilization of nuclear energy to generate electric

power, high temperature process heat and low temperature heat for industrial

steam and heat supply, district heating, desalinating, etc. provided that

reactor heat capacity factor is up to 80-85%;

• decrease of thermal and radiological impacts on the environment;

• radwaste minimization, simplification and reduction of prices of spent

nuclear fuel handling.

Basic characteristics of GT-MHR

1 Thermal capacity, MW 600
2 Specified electric power, MW 285
3 Efficiency, % AO 48
4 Helium temperature (inlet/outlet), °C 490/850
5 Core configuration annular, of prismatic graphite

blocks

6 Fuel uranium or plutonium oxide
7 Fuel type fuel kernels with multi-layer

ceramic coating

8 Power density, MW/m 60
9 Service live, year 250
10 Plutonium consumption, kg/year

The schematic diagram of GT-MHR plant is given in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1 - Schematic diagram of GT-MHR NPP
1 - reactor; 2 - turbine; 3 - recuperator; 4 - precooler; 5 - LPC; 6 - intercooler; 7 - HPC; 8 - generator;

9 - generator cooler; 10 - bypass valve; 11 - PCU CWS heat exchanger; 12 - PCU CWS pump; 13 - recirculation
water supply system pump; 14 - cooling tower; 15 - SCS unit heat exchanger; 16 - SCS unit gas circulator; 17 -
SCS unit circulator shut-off valve; 18 - SCS CWS heat exchanger; 19 - SCS CWC pump; 20 - reliable recirculation
water supply system pump; 21 - RCCS surface cooler; 22 - RCCS heat exchanger-evaporator; 23 - reliable
recirculation water supply system pump; 24 - cooling tower; 25 - primary circuit purification system; 26 - helium
storage and transportation system

GT-MHR reactor unit consists of two integrated units: modular high-
temperature reactor with annular core of prismatic fuel assemblies and power
conversion system with direct gas-turbine cycle (Fig. 2). Reactor unit components
are arranged inside steel vessel system consisting of reactor vessel, power
conversion unit (PCU) vessel and cross-vessel.

Modular helium reactor includes core with graphite moderator, fuel kernels
with multi-layer ceramic coating and helium as coolant. The structural material of
the core and reflector is graphite with sublimation temperature of more than 3000
oC. It means that this core does not melt down because in any accident including
beyond design one with negligible probability the temperature does not exceed
1600 oC. It allows helium temperature at reactor outlet to be 850 oC and more that
provides high efficiency of electric power generation in direct gas-turbine cycle as
well as GT-MHR to be use as the source of high-temperature process heat. Fuel
particles with multi-layer ceramic coating allow high burnup to be ensured at the
very high temperatures of fuel element coating, which can't be achieved in other
reactor plants.



Fig.2 GT-MHR reactor unit:
1 - generator; 2 - recuperator module; 3 - turbocompressor; 4 - intercooler
module; 5 - precooler module; 6 - CPS assembly; 7 - core; 8 - vessel system;
9 - reactor shutdown cooling system



Reactor property to allow high temperature in the core without fuel element

damage is the basis for residual heat removal through the reactor vessel surface to

cavity cooling system and then to the ultimate heat sink during the LOCA and

without forced core cooling. Heat is transferred only by natural mechanisms

(convection, irradiation, heat conductivity). The reactor vessel is surrounded by

RCCS surface cooler, which provides residual heat removal by natural water

circulation. As rule heat from RCCS is removed to the air ultimate sink through the

recirculation water supply system. The RCCS arranged in the reactor bottom

provides active residual heat removal during reactor cooling down including core

refueling, maintenance and accidents.

The PCU implementing closed gas-turbine cycle is completely arranged in

PCU vessel. The turbomachine consists of generator, gas turbine, and two

compressor sections mounted in a single-shaft structure completely suspended on

electromagnets. PCU includes three compact heat exchangers: high efficiency

recuperator, water-cooled precooler and intercooler.

Power conversion gas-turbine cycle efficiency of GT-MHR plant with

thermal efficiency of the cycle at the level of 48% provides plant competitiveness,

on the market of electric power production as against any fossil or nuclear power

plants. The direct closed gasOturbine cycle of power conversion as against the

other NPPs with steam cycle substantially simplifies and reduces the required

equipment and systems. The plant does not contain machine room, which includes

steam generator, steam lines, condenser, deaerator, etc. Such simplification of the

plant together with minimum safety systems provides the opportunity to decrease

capital costs for GT-MHR construction, operation and maintenance. Besides the

higher efficiency of power generation, the GT-MHR with gas-turbine cycle has the

increased potential thermodynamic and design opportunities for utilization of

waste heat. The lower temperature of helium in gas-turbine cycle at optimum

efficiency is higher (130 oC) than in steam-turbine cycle, in which steam

temperature in the condenser can be in the range of 30-40 oC. Utilization of

GT-MHR waste heat for hot water supply and district heating together with heat

conversion in the cycle allows almost complete utilization of reactor heat.

The reactor unit and associated primary systems are arranged in the

underground building-containment (Fig.3).
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Construction of nuclear power plant with GT-MHR reactor and of facility

for production of fuel is planned to commence on the Site of Siberian Chemical

Combine (SCC). This decision lowers the risk associated with transportation of

fission materials and possible diversions

The indicated technologies constitute the innovational essence of GT-MHR

Project and determine the main trends of technology developments.

ceramic design of plutonium oxide fuel on the basis of micro-kernels with

multi-layer coating which retains fission products at high temperatures (-1600 °C);

modern technologies on large gas turbines;

electromagnetic bearings;

high efficiency compact recuperators;

heat resistance materials and large-size reactor vessels fabrication

technology.
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5.1 Fuel

The GT-MHR fuel design uses kernels of plutonium oxide with multi-layer

coatings of carbon and silicon carbide (fuel particles) dispersed in graphite matrix

having a form of cylindrical compact. The compacts are placed into channels of

graphite blocks (Fig. 4) which are similar to FSV reactor fuel assemblies (USA).

Fabrication of the above-mentioned fuel compacts counteracts plutonium

proliferation for military application and is the first component of weapon-grade

plutonium disposition.

The experiments with irradiation of such fuel particles with plutonium oxide

in Dragon and Peach Bottom reactors showed the possibility of burnup reaching

more than 700000 MW/day.

Due to high burnup (90% of the initial Pu-239 load is burnt) and due to the

fact that there is no now fissionable isotopes recovery in the reactor with fuel based

on pure plutonium, the unloaded fuel is absolutely prospectless from the view

point of further utilization or weapon production, proliferation risk and following

reprocessing including disposal.

For obtaining a considerable amount of fission material (plutonium) in

conditions of accepted GT-MHR fuel assemblies design it is needed to reprocess

several tons of graphite blocks together with fuel. This requires the creation of

large-scale production with advanced technologies and can not be ignored in

respect to impact on environment.

Technological developments on creation of plutonium fuel for GT-MHR are

carried out by NPO "Lutch", VNIINM and RRC "Kurchatov Institute". A

laboratory facility has been created on which 200 kg of plutonium kernels were

fabricated, and the laboratory technology for application of coatings and fuel rod

compacting has been developed. The bench-scale facility (BSF) for mastering of

fuel fabrication technology is now in the construction stage.

The development of plutonium fuel in Russia is supported by "General

Atomics," ORNL and LANL (USA). For e.g., the General Atomics transferred the

equipment, which will be used in BSF technology chain and technical

documentation on the experience of uranium fuel fabrication for HTGR in USA.
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5.2 Turbomachine

Main structural features of turbomachine:
- vertical design;
- rigid connection of generator shaft with turbocompressor shaft;
- common rotor rotates in six radial and one axial electromagnetic

bearings;
- catcher bearings, which operate in helium under high dynamic and

vibration loads are provided in the turbomachine;
- generator cavity is filled with helium, its pressure can vary during

operation in the range from 0.1 to 2.63 MPa;

- generator and electromagnetic bearings are cooled by helium;
- generator allows motor mode operation both from frequency

transducer and directly from grid;
- turbocompressor seals limit the leakages between cavities with

different pressure and function as radial friction supports;
- turbocompressor, which consists of low pressure compressor (LPC),

high pressure compressor (HPC) and helium turbine operating under
high temperatures and loads;

- repair seal, which prevents helium ingress from circulation circuit to
generator cavity or to environment during maintenance or repair.

Single shaft design of helium turbomachine (Fig. 5) with rotor of about
29 m length and 105 tons weight requires performing design-experimental work
on rotor dynamics and gas-dynamic tests of compressors and turbine models as
well as on selection of and research on heat resistance materials.

The turbocompressor design is developed by best specialists of the
Russian Academy of Sciences and Russian enterprises having experience and
modern technologies in the field of compressors, gas turbines and structural
materials development including aviation and rocket-space enterprises:

- Central Institute of Aviation Motorbuilding, Moscow;
- Kuznetsov Samara Scientific-Technical Complex, Samara;
- Keldysh Research Center, Moscow;
- Leningrad Metalwork, St. Petersburg;

- Central Scientific-Research Institute of Structural Materials,
"Prometey", St. Petersburg;

- All-Russia Institute of Alloys, Moscow.
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Fig. 5 GT-MHR Turbomachine
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5.3 Electromagnetic bearings

To exclude primary coolant contamination the turbomachine in

GT-MHR project is suspended on electromagnets completely.

The following is foreseen to validate the reliability and safety of the

turbomachine operation completely suspended on electromagnets:

- testing of rotor model and electromagnetic bearings provided with

control system on mini-mockups;

- testing of rotor scaled model to verify the software;

- testing of full-size electromagnetic bearings;

- testing of the entire set of electromagnetic bearings with control

system.
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5.4 Recuperator

In the framework of GT-MHR Conceptual Design a principally new

compact design of high efficiency plate-type recuperator has been developed.

To validate the recuperator design the experimental development of its

fragment fabrication technology of the heat exchange surface with compactness

of 1500 m /m has been carried out and the full-size heat exchange element of

the recuperator manufactured.

The heat exchange element was subjected to comprehensive tests at

working temperature in the aerodynamic and helium rigs in OKBM.

When testing the heat exchange element its aerodynamic and

thermodynamic characteristics were validated, as well as recommendations

worked out for its improvement what allows its efficiency to be increased up to

95%.

The design of plate-type recuperator is being perfected using the results

of investigation on the Preliminary Design stage.

To test large-scale models of heat exchange equipment OKBM has

15 MW helium test facility with helium temperature of up to 965 °C.
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5.5 Heat Resistance Materials and Technologies of Vessels' System
Fabrication

One of the most complex elements of the GT-MHR vessels system is the

reactor vessel operating at high temperatures (Fig. 6).

Heat resistance steel 10Cr9MoVNb (TU 108.11.733-83) is selected. For a

complex of properties the steel meets the requirements for the material of GT-

MHR vessels. A comprehensive data for this steel is available including data on

irradiation, the experience in using it for steam superheating systems and for fossil

plant pipelines.

To use this steel in the GT-MHR it is necessary to carry out a complex of

certification tests according to normative requirements of RF GAN for the

application of steel 10Cr9MoVNb as a reactor vessel material.

The Russian nickel alloys and stainless steels like ChS-57, ChS-33 are

suggested for in-vessel metalwork.

Graphite is the main structural material for the core (graphite blocks,

absorber elements and rods). The Russian materials like GR-1 and composite C/C

are suggested to be used.

The Russian alloys ChS120-M, GS6F, ChS-57VI, etc. are suggested for hot

turbine components.
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• The Material of Vessel Steel 10Cr9MoVNb

*The Material of Studs and Sleews Steel 18Crl2WMoNbVB

• Vessel Walls Temperature During Normal Operation is not
more than 440 °C

• Mass 1362 tons
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6. BASIC TECHNICAL AND ECONOMIC INDICES OF GT-MHR PROJECT

Index

1. Specified power:
- as per electric power, MW
- as per thermal power, Gcal/h
- as per fuel assembly fabrication

3. Operation costs, M$ per year:
- including fuel

4. Simple cost of:
- electric power, cent/kWh
- thermal power, $/Gcal
- fuel assembly, k$/piece

5. Plant capacity factor (Teff, hour) for
- electric power
- thermal power

7. Specified rate of charge (as per
MINECONOMIKI forecast) for:

- electric power, cent/MWh
2010-2015
after 2015

- thermal power, $/Gcal
after 2015

Demonstra-
tion module

(DM)

285

32
8.1

1.62

0.8 (7000)

3.9
4.2

Fuel production
for DM

~ 350 FAs per
year (250 kg PL)

for PU-fuel)
-

29

-

-

Four-module co-
generation plant

191 x 4
345x4

105
28.4

0.81*
2.7*

0.8 (7000)
0.64 (5600)

3.9
4.2

40

Fuel production for
four-module

prototype NPP

~ 1400 Fas per year
(1000 kg PU for PU-

fuel)
-

21

-

-
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7. ADVANTAGES OF GT-MHR PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

Creation of a nuclear power plant, which meets the requirements of agreement

about non-proliferation of nuclear materials due to high design indices of fuel

burnup (up to 90 %).

Future construction and operation of competitive nuclear power plants in various
countries using uranium and MOX fuel with low enrichment as fuel.

Creation of up-to-date technologies which later on can be implemented in other

industries.

Reduction of cost during creation of the GT-MHR project under international

cooperation conditions.

Integration of international long-term experience in design and operation of

high-temperature reactors.

Expansion of nuclear engineering application in the field of industrial high-

temperature technologies


